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Anyone who has read the Koran and has lived in the Middle East knows the
history of Islam and may have the opinion that this is the world's most evil
ideology and how our politicians refuse to face up to it.
To do so would admit their own guilt in the many deaths that occur and are to
follow.
The mullahs, using guidance of the Koran, manipulate their congregation
especially teenage boys and young men. If their life is hard, Allah will admit
them to all the delights of heaven provided they kill a few non- believers, and
then themselves, so they get there soon.
It was always thus!
Christians brought up on the teaching of Jesus must get their heads round
this, especially if they grew up in the West with our possibly well-meaning but
largely ineffective and unworldly clerics.
Living in the far South West of Cornwall, I am aware of what it’s like in some
Northern and Midland towns and cities due to the political work that I’m
involved in. Life is very calm and satisfactory down this end, particularly with
this lovely summer weather, but not so in too many areas of this country.
UKIP must act forcefully against suggestion that we are against Muslims. It
gives the media the green light for more anti – UKIP hysteria and
opportunities to rant on about zenophobia and the racist thing. Such claptrap
couldn’t be further from the truth.
As far as we are concerned, muslims, in common with everyone else who
emigrate to the UK, are welcome here in the UK. All we ask is they live
according to UK law, peacefully and industriously to help our economy as well
as they are able to.
The Party is well on the way to recovery through the excellent increase in
membership since Gerard has been leader and we must do all we can to
maintain growth.
The policy of UKIP members on the subject of Islam must be consistent - that
only UK law applies here. No other laws from other foreign cultures apply in
this country. We don’t even have to mention Sharia as we are including all
cultures world – wide in this. An exception is that we will observe World
Trade rules, should that become necessary.

The horrors of FGM are covered by the UK’s criminal law ie assault,
wounding, GBH with intent etc. Police must prosecute if ‘ operations ’ are
discovered in this country.
Allegations of FGM in Birmingham hospitals, for example, could be
opportunities to press for a law on this being ‘ notifiable ‘ ie the hospitals
giving notice of a request for such an operation ?
This foul practise could then grind to a halt although not without opposition
from the ‘ Liberal Elite ‘ and New World Order pressures. But having left the
EU, the bureaucrats will have no say in this. If this appears in UKIP’s
manifesto, it will give us far better headlines, even though the media will
probably do its best keep it under wraps.
I believe we will be respected for taking this stance. No banner headlines
means no bad publicity and I’ve asked for this to be included in the Policy
Survey.
Just as we brought immigration to the table by talking factually without any
trace or racism, so we will do with Islamification.
If you go on line and see Lord Pearson's question in the House of Lords in
July, that is the right way to tackle it. It has to be done with knowledge and
fact - not hearsay etc. Gerard Batten and Lord Pearson have every fact at
their fingertips.
Growth is maintaining - another 500 towards the end of July.
Our day is about to come.
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